
HOW TO PREPARE FOR A
TOUGH CONVERSATION

WITH YOUR BOSS 
 

EXPLORE THE SITUATION

Understanding that your boss's perspective is different

than yours helps you to explore the unique pressures,

requirements, or expectations that your boss is

experiencing. Work to truly understand what is going on

in your boss's environment from a 360-degree perspective.

LOOK INTO INTERESTS

With a general understanding of your boss's situation,

begin to look into your boss's priorities, concerns, and

performance goals. Consider where your boss's interests lie

and what truly matters most to your boss based on your

environmental analysis. 

THINK OF CONTRIBUTIONS

Invest time to think about the contributions you have made in

the past and those that you can accomplish in the future. Pay

particular attention to your past and future contributions that

directly align with your boss's top issues. Consider how the

requests you wanting to make will generate contributions to

your boss's most important goals.

ENGAGE IN DISCUSSION

Based on your work in the previous five steps, now it is time

to talk to your boss. Frame the discussion not solely around

what you want, but how what you want will your boss, team,

and organization to get what they want. The irony is if you

focus on creatively helping your boss to win, you can win too. 

Requesting a raise, promotion, or more can be tough. 
Doing it well starts long before you sit down to talk. 

First, work to RELATE to your boss.
 

Realize    Explore    Look    Ask    Think    Engage 

ASK FOR UNDERSTANDING

Once you have a general understanding of your bosses'

environment and interests, talk to your boss and ask

questions based on what you've learned in the first three

steps of the process. Focus on your boss's wants and needs;

don't make it about sharing yours. 

REALIZE DIFFERENCES
Taking your boss's perspective begins with realizing that

your boss likely sees things differently than you. What you

consider fair or reasonable might be viewed very

differently from their perspective.
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